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Abstract
Most performance critical software is developed using very low-level techniques. We argue that
this needs to change, and that generative programming is an effective avenue to enable the use
of high-level languages and programming techniques in many such circumstances.
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The Cost of Performance

Performance critical software is almost always developed in C and sometimes even in assembly. While implementations of high-level languages have come a long way, programmers do
not trust them to deliver the same reliable performance. This is bad, because low-level code
in unsafe languages attracts security vulnerabilities and development is far less agile and
productive. It also means that PL advances are mostly lost on programmers operating under tight performance constraints. Furthermore, in the age of heterogeneous architectures,
“big data” workloads and cloud computing, a single hand-optimized C codebase no longer
provides the best, or even good, performance across different target platforms with diverse
programming models (multi-core, clusters, NUMA, GPU, ...).

1.1

Abstraction Without Regret

We argue for a radical rethinking of the role of high-level languages in performance critical
code: developers should be able to leverage high-level programming abstractions without
having to pay the hefty price in performance. The shift in perspective that enables this
vision of “abstraction without regret” is a properly executed form of generative programming:
instead of running the whole system in a high-level managed language runtime, we advocate
to focus the abstraction power of high level languages on composing pieces of low-level code,
making runtime code generation and domain-specific optimization a fundamental part of
the program logic. This design fits naturally with a distinction into control and data paths,
which already exists in many systems.
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1.2

Towards a Discipline of Generative Performance Programming

While the general idea of program generation is already well understood and many languages provide facilities to generate and execute code at runtime (e.g., via quotation in the
LISP tradition and “eval” even in JavaScript), generative programming remains somewhat
esoteric—a black art, accessible only to the most skilled and daring of programmers. We
believe that generative programming should become a part of every performance-minded
programmer’s toolbox. What is lacking is an established discipline of practical generative performance programming, including design patterns, best practices, and well-designed
teaching material. To make up for this deficiency, we advocate for a research program and
education effort, and describe our ongoing work in this direction:
Compiling queries in database systems (Section 3)
Protocol and data format parsers (Section 4)
Delite: A DSL compiler framework for heterogeneous hardware (Section 5)
Spiral: Synthesis of very high-performance numeric kernels (Section 6)
Along the way, we discuss programming patterns such as staged interpreters, mixed-stage
datastructures, and how certain language features such as type classes enable powerful generative abstractions. We survey related work in Section 7, and we attempt to synthesize
lessons learned and discuss limitations and challenges in Section 8.

2

Background and Context

A famous quote, attributed to David Wheeler, says that:
“Any problem in computer science can be solved by adding a level of indirection.”
What is less widely appreciated is the second part of this quote: “Except problems that
are caused by too many levels of indirection”. In practice, many of these problems are
performance problems. More generally, there appears to be a fundamental conflict between
performance and productivity: to increase productivity we need to add indirection, and to
increase performance, we need to remove indirection.

Produc'vity,
Remove&Indirec-on&

Add&Indirec-on&

Performance,

2.1

About Performance

The business of program optimization is one of diminishing returns: more effort leads to
increased efficiency, but further gains come at an exponentially higher price. Often, the
biggest gains can be achieved by choosing a better algorithm. Thus, in the most common
case, a programmer implements a work-optimal algorithm, and relies on a compiler to create
an efficient mapping to architectural and microarchitectural details.
The problem with the former is that “work-optimal” is often only established asymptotically, thus ignoring constants, the choice of data structure, or locality. The problem
with the latter is that compilers are automatic systems that need to work for all programs,
and thus cannot be expected to deliver the best possible results for any particular program.
The ability of a compiler to optimize a given program depends very much on the programming language and on the particular programming style. In general, high-level languages
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Figure 1 General purpose compilers (left) vs. DSL compiler toolchains (right).

are partly interpreted, with just-in-time compilers of varying sophistication. Programs in
high-level languages can easily be 10x to 100x slower than equivalent C programs, and
the individual coding style makes a big difference. In general, the more high-level features
and indirection is used (objects, classes, higher-order functions, ...) the bigger the price in
performance, because indirection fundamentally stands in the way of automatic program
analysis. Thus, after algorithmic changes, a big performance boost can be obtained by
rewriting a program in a low-level style, and moving “closer to the metal” by eliminating
other overheads such as unnecessary data transfers. To give one example, a recent study
[76] shows that simple single-threaded Rust programs can outperform big data processing
frameworks running on a cluster of several hundred nodes on important graph applications.
This inefficiency translates directly into higher energy consumption and data center bills.
But even reasonably optimized C implementations can be suboptimal by a large margin
[13, 77], and speed-ups of sometimes 2x, 5x, or more can be achieved with careful tuning to
the microarchitecture and employment of the right coding style—a non portable approach.
The situation worsens considerably when parallelizing or distributing computation to homogeneous or heterogeneous processors. Here, a single C codebase is no longer sufficient
as each class of devices comes with its own specific programming model (Pthreads, MPI,
OpenMP, CUDA). Effectively, separate implementations are needed for each architecture,
and for best performance, different heterogeneous devices may need to be combined (e.g.
clusters of machines with CPUs and GPUs), which exacerbates the problem.
Compilers are unable to target this multitude of architectures automatically, mostly
because they lack domain knowledge: general purpose languages provide generic abstractions
such as functions, objects, etc. on top of which program-specific concepts are built, but they
do not expose these more specific concepts to the compiler. Thus, the compiler is unable
to restructure algorithms or rearrange data layouts to map well to a hardware platform,
and cope with the large number of choices in transformations, data representations, and
optimizations. This “general purpose bottleneck” is visualized in Figure 1 and contrasted
with a domain-specific approach, which enables a compiler to reason about and optimize
programs on multiple levels of abstraction.

2.2

About Staging

Generative or multi-stage programming (staging for short), goes back at least to Jørring and
Scherlis [55], who observed that many programs can be separated into stages, distinguished
by frequency of execution or by availability of data. Taha and Sheard [111] made these stages
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explicit in the programming model and introduced MetaML as a language for multi-stage
programming. A staged computation does not immediately compute a result, but it returns
a program fragment that represents the computation, and that can be explicitly executed
to form the next computational stage. MetaML’s staging operators bracket, escape and run
are modeled after the quote, unquote and eval facilities known from LISP and Scheme.
The presentation in this paper uses Scala and LMS (Lightweight Modular Staging) [97],
a staging technique based on types. LMS is implemented as a library (hence lightweight),
and instead of syntactic quotations, it uses Scala’s overloading facilities to build staged
computations. Staged expressions can be further processed and unparsed into source code
in Scala or a different language, including C. Since all staged operations are defined in
library code, it is easy to restrict operations to those with a C counterpart (hence modular).
Even C constructs with no Scala counterpart (e.g. pointers) can be represented abstractly,
to get the same low-level behavior and performance. The key benefit of staging is that the
present-stage code can be written in a high-level style, yet generate future-stage code that
is very low-level and efficient. Staging is a programmatic way to remove indirection—when
generating code in one step, Scala becomes a glorified macro system to generate C code.

2.3

About DSLs

Traditionally, the appeal of DSLs is in increasing productivity by providing a higher level,
more intuitive programming model for domain experts, who are not necessarily expert programmers (“user-facing” DSLs). While this is an important direction and good tool support
exists (e.g. language workbenches like Spoofax [59]), our interest in DSLs is as a vehicle for
exposing knowledge about high-level program structures to a compiler. The effectiveness of
a DSL-based program generation approach was demonstrated, among others, by the original Spiral system, which used a complete DSL-based generative approach for the automatic
parallelization and locality optimization of linear transforms [85, 86]. In such systems, DSLs
are implementation details, much like intermediate representations (IRs) in a compiler, that
enable specific analyses and transformations at different levels of abstractions (Figure 1).
Staging in the style of LMS is a natural fit for these “internal” DSLs: instead of generating
target code directly, one simply generates expressions in a domain-specific intermediate
language. The key benefit of staging remains: computation at staging time, while the DSL
program is assembled, is “free”, i.e. without cost at DSL runtime. Thus, the DSL does not
need to include features like higher order functions, objects, etc. which are hard to analyze,
but it can focus exclusively on the elements of interest (e.g. matrices, graphs, SQL queries).
The second benefit of staging in a DSL context comes in when we consider how to
translate from one DSL representation to the next lower-level one. In the partial evaluation
community, it is well known that specializing an interpreter yields a compiler (the first
Futamura projection [37]). Thus, a staged interpreter is a translator from one language to
another: in other words, we can translate from one intermediate DSL to the next by defining
an interpreter for the first language, and staging it [98, 83]. This drastically reduces the
effort required to implement sophisticated multi-pass compiler toolchains.
With a properly designed layered approach, building new DSLs becomes simpler as well.
Instead of starting from scratch, it is sufficient to implement a DSL front-end, consisting of
the required datatypes, optimizations, and translation to an already existing backend [109].

2.4

Convergence: Generative Performance Programming

DSLs and generative approaches have been around for quite some time, with a number of
successes but with few examples of more mainstream adoption. SQL is perhaps the biggest
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DSL success story: by restricting their interface to a well defined, restricted, language,
database systems are able to leverage elaborate query optimization techniques. Traditionally,
database systems stop short of generating machine code to run queries, but recently query
compilation is seeing a surge of interest. We will come back to this in Section 3. A recent
system that is rapidly making an impact in industry is Halide [90, 89], which generates fast
image processing kernels from high-level algorithmic descriptions.
We believe that generative techniques for performance optimization are an exciting area
of research with the potential to deliver important tools for real world software development.
The reason is in the concurrent evolution of three trends:
Hardware: With contemporary and emerging architectures, the pain involved in achieving high performance has increased dramatically. Frequency scaling, and with it free
speed-up, has ceased a decade ago. Systems are becoming increasingly parallel, heterogeneous, and distributed, with diverse programming models. This means that mapping
algorithms optimally is more difficult than ever, and likely requires new solutions, even
if domain-specific.
Applications: With a shift towards big data workloads in the cloud and a proliferation
of mobile devices and embedded systems, there is a growing demand for highly efficient
software. Mobile users expect an “always on” experience and are growing accustomed
to applications based on sophisticated machine learning algorithms that process data in
near realtime. In addition to the traditional latency and throughput requirements, this
demand for efficiency is increasingly driven by concerns of energy consumption, which
often dominates the operating costs of a system.
Programming Languages: High-level languages focus increasingly on generality and
abstraction, allowing programmers to build large systems from simple but versatile parts.
On the one hand, this makes it even harder for compilers to translate high-level programs
to efficient code. But on the other hand, these highly expressive languages enable the
sophisticated meta-programming techniques that are needed for effective generative programming.
The bottom line of our approach can be summarized succinctly as follows:

Use$Indirec+on$and$Abstrac+on$to$Solve$Performance$Problems,$too.$

3

Case Study: Databases and Query Processors

Popular open-source and commercial database systems have been shown [125, 106] to perform 10 to 100x worse on certain queries than specialized, hand-written C implementations
of the same query. At the same time such systems contain hundreds of thousands of lines of
optimized C code, with a lot of manual specialization. On last count in a recent version of
the PostgreSQL server, there were about 20 distinct implementations of the memory page
abstraction and 7 implementations of B-trees [63]. This form of human inlining and specialization creates a maintenance nightmare but is probably justified by improved performance.
Why, then, are database systems still falling short of hand-written queries? One reason is
that most systems interpret query plans, operator by operator and record by record. Clearly
this layer of interpretation can be a bottleneck. So why aren’t databases using compilers?
Because compilers are way too hard to implement! In fact this is a well-known part of
database folklore: The first relational DBMS, IBM’s System R, initially compiled its query
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plans, but before the first commercial release, changed to interpretation. The reason was
that code generation for the large set of query techniques being investigated was incredibly
painful. Nowadays, among mainstream DBMS, only data stream processing systems such
as IBM Spade or StreamBase use compilation. The reason here is that ultra-low latencies
are necessary and justify the inconvenience of creating a compiler. Still, compilation has
received renewed interest [62, 63, 80, 78] and very recently, compilation based systems have
started to appear again (e.g. Microsoft Hekaton, Cloudera Impala and MemSQL).
The good news is that generative programming offers a generic recipe to turn interpreters
into compilers: staging an interpreter enables us to specialize it with respect to any program.
The result of specialization is that the interpreter is dissolved and only the computation of
the interpreted program remains as residual generated code [38, 2]. We discuss two research
databases systems and one tutorial system that use this technique next.

3.1

DBToaster and LegoBase

DBToaster incrementalizes query evaluators and generates low-level C++ or Scala code.
The first compilation stage turns SQL queries into update event triggers. These triggers
prescribe how to efficiently refresh a materialized view of the query as the base data in the
database changes. The second compiler stage optimizes the event triggers and generates
efficient code. Experimental results show that DBToaster improves the performance of
IVM by several orders of magnitude compared to the state of the art [3]. The second-stage
compiler was originally written in about 15k lines of OCAML code; recently, it was rewritten
in 2k lines of Scala/LMS code. Combined with other optimizations, the query running times
improved by one to two further orders of magnitude compared to the results from [3].
LegoBase (a joint project between Oracle Labs and EPFL) is an analytic query engine
[61] developed from scratch using Scala and LMS. With just about 3000 lines of Scala code,
it runs all 22 queries from the industry-standard TPCH benchmark, achieving up to 20x
speedups over a commercial database system, and competetive performance in comparison
to other state-of-the-art query compilers that are implemented using LLVM, in a much more
low-level style [80]. LegoBase removes all interpretive overhead by performing whole-query
optimization, and generates specialized low-level datastructures (e.g. hash tables) based on
the query and data schema.

3.2

The Essence of a SQL Compiler in 500 LOC

The LegoBase design went through several iterations, and we have distilled the essence into
a generative programming tutorial (presented at CUFP’151 ). By removing functionality
that was just a variation of a common theme or which did not offer specific insights (no
sorting, only inner joins, ...) we were able to implement an end-to-end SQL compiler in just
under 500 lines of Scala [94].
Our starting point–without any compilation–is a generic library function to read CSV
files. A CSV file contains tabular data, where the first line defines the schema, i.e. column
names. We would like to iterate over all rows in a file and access data fields by name:
processCSV("data.txt") { record =>
if (record("Flag") == "yes")
println(record("Name"))
}

1

// sample data:
// Name, Value, Flag
// A, 7, no
// B, 2, yes

scala-lms.github.io/tutorials/query.html
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Records are objects of the following class, which carries both the field data and the
schema, and enables lookup by key:
class Record(fields: Array[String], schema: Array[String]) {
def apply(key: String) = fields(schema indexOf key)
}

This record class enables a nice high-level programming style but unfortunately it comes
at a high price. The code above runs much slower than just writing a specialized while loop:
while (lines.hasNext) {
val fields = lines.next().split(",")
if (fields(2)) == yes) println(fields(0))
}

Being generic means that a system contains interpretive structure. In this example, we
are interpreting the schema that is read from the file. In a DBMS, queries are optimized
at the SQL level and then translated to low-level execution plans, which are interpreted,
operator by operator.

3.2.1

Interpreter + Staging = Compiler

Let us turn our CSV reader into a query engine that can run simple SQL queries. Our
example above would be expressed as
SELECT Name FROM data.txt WHERE Flag == ’yes’

and we assume that we already receive a parsed (and possibly optimized) structured representation, the execution plan. In this case:
Print(
Project(List("Name"))(
Filter(Eq(Field("Flag"),Const("yes")))(
Scan("data.txt"))))

The operators are arranged in a tree, and apart from Scan, each of them has a parent from
which it obtains a stream of records. We can implement a query interpreter as follows:
def eval(p: Predicate)(rec: Record): Boolean = ... // elided
def exec(o: Operator)(yld: Record => Unit) = o match {
case Scan(file)

=> processCSV(file)(yld)

case Filter(pred)(parent)

=> exec(parent) { rec => if (eval(pred)(rec)) yld(rec) }

case Project(fields)(parent) => exec(parent) { rec => yld(fields map (k => rec(k))) }
case Print(parent)

=> exec(parent) { rec => println(rec.fields mkString ",") }

}

We now turn this interpreter into a compiler by adding staging using LMS (Lightweight
Modular Staging) [96]. As we will see, the necessary modifications are rather minor.

3.2.2

Mixed-Stage Data Structures and Functions

LMS is a staging technique driven by types. The type Rep[T] represents a delayed computation of type T. Thus, during staging, a bare “static” type T means “executes now”, while
a wrapped “dynamic” type Rep[T] means “generate code to execute later”. We tweak the
Record class so that only the fields are “dynamic”:
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class Record(fields: Rep[Array[String]], schema:Array[String]) {
def apply(key:String) = fields(schema indexOf key)
}

Now record objects exist purely at staging time, and never become part of the generated
code. For our example, the generated code will be exactly the efficient while loop shown
above, even if we are starting from a SQL query as our input. Let us look at the definition
of procedure processCSV, which forms the core of our data processing engine:
def processCSV(file: String)(yld: Record => Rep[Unit]) = {
val lines = FileReader(file); val schema = lines.next.split(",")
run { while (lines.hasNext) {
val fields = lines.next().split(",")
yld(new Record(fields,schema))
}}}

The type of the closure argument yld is Record => Rep[Unit], a present-stage function.
Invoking it will inline the computation, a key difference to a staged function of type Rep[A=>B],
which results in a function call in the generated code. The while loop is virtualized [95], i.e.
overloaded to yield a staged expression when the condition or loop body is a Rep expression.
This is essentially all that is required to convert our query interpreter into a query
compiler. Using types to drive staging decisions enables us to mix present-stage and futurestage code quite freely, without the syntactic noise introduced by quotation brackets. The
full code adds data structure specialization, join and aggregation operators, and optimized
input processing using memory-mapped IO, all in about 500 lines of Scala [94].

4

Regular Expressions and Parser Combinators

Data is not only stored but also transferred. Fast encoding and decoding of data formats
is therefore a key concern in data processing pipelines. The accepted standard is to write
protocol parsers by hand. Parser generators, which are common for compilers, are not
frequently used. One reason is that many protocols require a level of context-sensitivity (e.g.
read a value n, then read n bytes), which is not readily supported by common grammar
formalisms. Many open-source projects, such as Joyent/Nginx and Apache have handoptimized HTTP parsers, which span over 2000 lines of low-level C code. From a software
engineering standpoint, big chunks of low-level code are never a desirable situation. First,
there may be hidden and hard to detect security issues like buffer overflows. Second, the
low-level optimization effort needs to be repeated for new protocol versions or if a variation
of a protocol is desired: for example, a social network mining application may have different
parsing requirements than an HTTP load balancer, although both process the same protocol.
Parser combinators could be a very attractive implementation alternative, but are usually
simply too slow. Their main benefit is that the full host language can be used to compose
parsers, so context sensitivity and variations of protocols are easily supported. We have
recently shown how parser combinators can be implemented in a generative style [54], yielding parser generator combinators. Clever use of present-stage and staged functions enables
recursive grammars and prevents code size explosion.
We evaluate staged parser combinators against hand-written parsers for HTTP and JSON
data from the NGINX and JQ projects. Our generated Scala code, running on the JVM,
achieves HTTP throughput of 75% of NGINX’s low-level C code, and 120% of JQ’s JSON
parser. Other Scala tools such as Spray are at least an order of magnitude slower. The
standard Scala combinator implementation is 4 orders of magnitude slower (Figure 2).
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Figure 2 Parser performance (throughput in MB/s) for HTTP (top) and JSON (bottom)

Staged parser combinators can be implemented for different parsing styles. Communication protocols are designed to be unambiguous, so recursive decent works well and does not
cause backtracking. For ambiguous grammars, we have also studied bottom up parsers [54].
An interesting special case of parsing are regular expressions. We have shown that NFA
to DFA conversion can be expressed as a staged interpreter. We achieve speedups of 2x over
optimized automata libraries, 100x over the JDK implementation, and more than 2000x
over unstaged Scala code [98].

5

Delite: DSLs for Heterogeneous Targets

While SQL and C code generation are important use cases, contemporary “big data” workloads require more flexibility. On the application side, we need to deal with machine learning
algorithms and graph processing. On the target side, we need to support GPUs, NUMA
machines, and clusters. General purpose compilers are a bottleneck, unable to translate all
these applications efficiently to different targets.
Delite [17, 99, 69, 70] is an extensible compiler framework for building embedded domain
specific languages (DSLs). Delite supports a versatile intermediate language of parallel patterns called “Delite Ops” (including e.g. data-parallel map, filter, and reduce abstractions)
to which domain-specific operations are translated, and code generation as well as runtime
support for heterogeneous targets. Multiple DSLs can be used together in a single program,
since all of them are translated to the common IR [109]. On the IR level, sophisticated
optimizations like loop fusion and loop nesting optimizations are shared by all DSLs.
To give an example of the types of transformations that can be performed, here are two
different ways of writing the computation loop (one iteration) of k-means clustering using
data-parallel patterns. For shared-memory execution, the rows of the large dataset (matrix)
are clustered, with data implicitly shuffled via the indexing operation matrix(as):
val assigned = matrix.mapRows { row =>
oldClusters.mapRows(centroid => dist(row, centroid)).minIndex
}
val newClusters = oldClusters.mapIndices { i =>
val as = assigned.filter(a => a == i)
matrix(as).sumRows.map(s => s / as.size)
}

For distributed-memory execution, however, we shuffle data explicitly via
val clusteredData = matrix.groupRowsBy { row =>
oldClusters.mapRows(centroid => dist(row, centroid)).minIndex
}
val newClusters = clusteredData.map(e => e.sum / e.size)

groupBy:
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Figure 3 Delite performance for machine learning and graph apps on heterogeneous clusters.

This way the required data movement is explicitly visible to the compiler and Delite can
then reason about how to automatically partition matrix and the intermediate results across
distributed memories and perform the required data movement. We have developed a number of DSLs for different domains, including OptiML (machine learning), OptiGraph (graph
processing), OptiQL (SQL-like data querying), and OptiWrangler (data cleaning). All of
these exhibit very competetive performance compared to stand-alone systems and other
DSLs [108, 109]. Delite DSLs achieve high sequential performance via LMS optimizations
and systematic removal of high-level domain abstractions. Parallel scalability is provided
by efficient implementations of Delite Ops for multiple hardware platforms as well as the
locality-improving loop transformations Delite performs on these Ops.
We show experiments comparing Delite, Spark [124], and Hadoop [12] performance on
a 20 node Amazon cluster for machine learning applications, and comparing to PowerGraph [42] for graph analytics applications on a 4 node cluster connected within a single
rack. The results are shown in Figure 3.
Extremely large speedups compared to Hadoop are possible for applications that perform
multiple passes over a single dataset. While Hadoop loads the data from disk every iteration,
Delite and Spark both keep the data in memory. Delite also shows large speedups over Spark
(a Scala library) due to efficient code generation provided by LMS compared to Scala library
overheads. Speedup over PowerGraph is very modest due to the graph applications being
bound by network communication rather than computational efficiency.

6

Synthesis of High-Performance Numeric Kernels

For some ubiquitous computation kernels (e.g. basic linear algebra routines, FFTs, filters,
Viterbi decoders), there is high demand for not only good, but absolute peak performance.
The difference between a regular optimized implementation and the best known one can be
staggering: for FFT kernels more than 10x, using the same algorithm and the same number
of floating point operations. The difference is mostly due to low-level details such as locality
optimizations, SIMD vectorization, and instruction scheduling.
Producing optimized kernels for such numeric operations is one of the established use
cases for program generation [77] with early examples including ATLAS [122], FFTW codelet
generator [36], and the aforementioned Spiral [85, 86]. All three were developed from scratch
as stand alone tools, which are hard to extend, reuse, combine, or maintain.
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type T = Double
add[Rep,Real,NoRep,SISD,T]
#define T double
#define N 4
void add(T* x, T* y, T* z) {
int i = 0;
for(; i < N; ++i) {
T x1 = x[i];
T y1 = y[i];
T z1 = x1 + y1;
z[i] = z1;
}
}

type T = Double
add[NoRep,Real,Rep,SISD,T]
#define T double
void add(T* x, T* y, T* z) {
T x1 = x[0]; T x2 = x[1];
T x3 = x[2]; T x4 = x[3];
T y1 = y[0]; T y2 = y[1];
T y3 = y[2]; T y4 = y[3];
T z1 = x1 + y1;
T z2 = x2 + y2;
T z3 = x3 + y3;
T z4 = x4 + y4;
z[0] = z1; z[1] = z2;
z[2] = z3; z[3] = z4;
}

(a) Staged SISD Array

(b) SISD Array of Staged Doubles
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type T = Double
add[Rep,Real,NoRep,SIMD,T]
#define T double
#define N 1
void add(T* x, T* y, T* z) {
int i = 0;
for(; i < N; ++i) {
__m256d x1, y1, z1;
x1 = _mm256_loadu_pd(x + i);
y1 = _mm256_loadu_pd(y + i);
z1 = _mm256_add_pd(x1, y1);
_mm256_storeu_pd(z + i, y1);
}
}

(c) Staged SIMD Array

type T = Double
add[NoRep,Real,Rep,SIMD,T]
#define T double
void add(T* x, T* y, T* z) {
__m256d x1, y1, z1;
x1 = _mm256_loadu_pd(x + 0);
y1 = _mm256_loadu_pd(y + 0);
z1 = _mm256_add_pd(x1, y1);
_mm256_storeu_pd(z + 0, y1);
}

(d) SIMD Array of Staged Doubles

Figure 4: Different Data Type Instantiations result with different code style (assuming arrays of size 4 and AVX as an ISA)

Figure 4 Different code styles generated from single vector add function (taken from [105])
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6.1
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array primitive (double, float, etc).
SIMD or SISD array.
R[_]: staged or non-staged elements of
the array.

complex or real array elements.
encodes whether array accesses will
be visible in the target code element operations.

T:

E[_]:

P[_]:

V[_]:

Each type parameter, defined in the CVector class, is accompanied by a corresponding implicit
type class instance, which defines the shape of CVector upon instantiation:
type NoRep[T] = T
class Staged_SISD_Double_Vector extends CVector[Rep

, Real, NoRep, SISD, Double]

class Scalar_SISD_Double_Vector extends CVector[NoRep, Real, Rep,
class Staged_SIMD_Double_Vector extends CVector[Rep

SISD, Double]

, Real, NoRep, SIMD, Double]

class Scalar_SIMD_Double_Vector extends CVector[NoRep, Real, Rep,

SIMD, Double]

The main prerogative of the CVector class is to generate code in lower level DSLs, C-IR and
The C-IR DSL represents a C-like intermediate language representation, and I-IR represents ISA-specific C intrinsics. Both DSLs model low level variable and array manipulations
as well as arithmetic and binary operations, provided as extension to LMS.
I-IR.

val IR = new CIR (); IR.setISA(AVX2); import IR._

Once concrete CVector classes are created, the abstraction layer deals with a concrete ISA,
specified in the CIR class, concrete staging decisions, and a concrete array type.
var x, y, z = new Staged_SISD_Double_Vector ()

var x, y, z = new Staged_SIMD_Double_Vector ()

var x, y, z = new Scalar_SISD_Double_Vector ()

var x, y, z = new Scalar_SIMD_Double_Vector ()

The add function operates on CVector elements constrained by the provided types. Type
information propagates through each arithmetic operation, generating ISA-specific C-IR and
I-IR. As a result, once C code is emitted, we obtain different versions (Figure 4) from a
single source:
emitCode(add(x, y, z))

Abstracting over SIMD architectures enables the generator developer to deal with the
higher-level specification using SIMD agnostic and architecture agnostic expressions. While
SIMD-specific optimizations are required to achieve the highest performance, the abstraction
layer is able to automatically invoke the particular architecture optimization, when the lower
I-IR / C-IR is generated. As these optimizations are implemented in a modular fashion, they
can be reused in the context of the abstraction layer, and also as stand-alone optimizations
for building generators directly.

7

Related Work

Embedded DSLs Embedded languages have a long history [66]. Hudak introduced the
concept of embedding DSLs as pure libraries [46, 47]. Steele proposed the idea of “growing”
a language [104]. The concept of linguistic reuse goes back to Krishnamurthi [65]; Language
virtualization to Chafi et al. [20]. The idea of representing an embedded language abstractly
as methods (finally tagless) is due to Carette et al. [18] and Hofer et al. [45], going back to
much earlier work by Reynolds [91]. Compiling embedded DSLs through dynamically generated ASTs was pioneered by Leijen and Meijer [71] and Elliot et al. [33]. All these works
greatly inspired the development of LMS. Haskell is a popular host language for embedded DSLs [110, 41], examples being Accelerate [75], Feldspar [8], Nikola [74]. Recent work
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presents new approaches around quotation and normalization for DSLs [79, 24]. Other performance oriented DSLs include Firepile [82] (Scala), Terra [30, 31] (Lua). Copperhead [19]
(Python). Rackets macros [114] provide full control over the syntax and semantics: Typed
Racket [113] is implemented entirely as macros. DSLs are also used to target hardware
generation, for example Lime [7], Chisel [9], Bluespec [6], or based on Delite/LMS [40, 39].
Related work on low-level systems oriented programming in high-level languages includes
[35] and the Singularity operating system [67].
C++ Templates Metaprogramming facilities exist in many languages, including C++
templates [115]. Expression Templates [116] can produce customized generation, and are
used by Blitz++ [117]. Veldhuizen introduced active libraries [118], which are libraries that
participate in compilation. Kennedy introduced telescoping languages [60], efficient DSLs
created from annotated component libraries. TaskGraph [11] is a meta-programming library
that sports run-time code generation in C++. Bassetti et al. review some of the challenges
and benefits of expression templates[10]. Examples of successful packages are the Matrix
Template Library [101], POOMA [58], ROSE [28] and the portable expression template
engine PETE [27]. Many of these contain reusable generic components.
Compiler Optimizations Compiler transformations in LMS [98] leverage work on rewrite
rules [16], on combing optimizations in a modular fashion [72, 119, 25], on loop fusion [43],
and on eliminating intermediate results [120, 26]. Other work focuses on tiling and loop
nests[123][4]. Extensible compiler tools include Polyglot [81] and JastAdd [32]. The Glasgow
Haskell Compiler also supports custom rewrite rules [53]. ROSE [88] derives source-to-source
optimizations from semantics annotations on library code. COBALT [73] is a domain-specific
language for optimizations amenable to automated correctness reasoning. Tate et al. [112]
generate compiler optimizations automatically from program examples.
Cluster and Parallel Programming There are many cluster programming frameworks, including MapReduce [29], Hadoop [12], Spark [124], Dryad [49]. Data parallel programming
languages include NESL [14], SISAL [34], SaC [100], Fortress [57], Chapel [21], Data-Parallel
Haskell [52], High Performance Fortran [1], and X10 [23]. Implicit parallelization framworks
include Array Building Blocks [48], DryadLINQ [50], FlumeJava [22]. Another line of research focuses on irregular workloads [84].
Program Generators A number of high-performance program generators have been built,
for example ATLAS [122] (linear algebra), FFTW [36] (discrete fourier transform), and Spiral [87] (general linear transformations). Other systems include PetaBricks [5], CVXgen [44]
and Halide [90, 89].

8

Outlook and Conclusions

In the preceding sections, we have presented several case studies of DSL-based generative
performance programming with Scala and LMS. We could have mentioned more projects,
e.g. generative programming for the web [64, 92] and domain-specific hardware generation
[39, 40], but considered them beyond the scope of this paper.
What has enabled these results? First, we built on decades of prior art in DSLs, staging,
and performance optimization, some of which we surveyed in Section 1 and Section 7. Second, all surveyed projects are collaborative efforts between experts in PL, architecture, DB,
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and performance optimizations. Third, the use of a common infrastructure enabled cross
pollination and reuse of knowledge and code. Fourth, the embedding in Scala as host language (versus external DSLs) gave us the necessary flexibility to customize and the ability
to reuse prior Java and Scala libraries. We discuss these and other important aspects below.

8.1

Modularity, Reuse, and Low Cognitive Overhead

One size does not fit all: all systems we presented use LMS with some slight variations. It
is important that a system provides good core functionality out of the box but can easily
accommodate extensions and modifications.
It is also important that the subjective overhead of generative programming is low, i.e.
program generation should “feel” natural to programmers. While it may appear as a small
detail, we have found that being able to freely mix present-stage and future-stage code with
low syntactic overhead is extremely helpful. In LMS, the types in method signatures provide
guidance as to which arguments are staged and which are not, as for other types in normal
Scala code. As always, reading code is at least as important as writing code.
In Scala we achieve almost seamless language virtualization: allowing built-ins such as
conditionals or loops to be overloaded like ordinary methods, so that they can create staged
expressions. The necessary language support (Scala-Virtualized [95]) can be implemented
as a modified compiler or using Scala macros.

8.2

Staging Should Preserve Semantics

Let us consider our Record abstraction from Section 2 with fields of type
using explicit quotation syntax:

Rep[T],

this time

val fields = <| lines.next().split(",") |>
yld(new Record(fields,schema))

If Rep[T] merely represents a quoted code fragment, every access to a record field may
duplicate the computation! This is not only costly, but also not semantics-preserving with
respect to termination and side effects. In this example:
processCSV("data.txt") { rec =>

<| print(${ rec("Name") }) + rec(${ "Flag") }) |>

}

The code fragment containing lines.next() would be executed twice for each record – clearly
not the intended behavior. The problem is that quotation is usually a purely syntactic
mechanism. To achieve semantic guarantees for realistic, call-by-value, computations we
have proposed to make quotation context-sensitive [93]. We express quotation using two
operators, reflect and reify, with the following reduction semantics:
(1)

<| foo ${ bar } baz |>

-->

reflect(" foo {" + reify { bar } + "} baz ")

(2)

reify { E[ reflect("str") ] }

-->

"val fresh = str; " + reify { E[ Code("fresh") ] }

(3)

reify { Code("str") }

--> "str"

Here, E[.] denotes a reify-free execution context and fresh a fresh identifier. As we can see,
each quotation is immediately bound to a fresh identifier in the generated code, and only
identifiers are passed around as Rep values. Thus, the evaluation order in the generated code
mirrors the evaluation order of the quotations.
This development is a natural extension of previous work on quotations: Lisp introduced unhygienic quote/unquote/eval operators; MetaML [111] provided guarantees about
the binding structure; LMS additionally maintains evaluation order.
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8.3

One-Pass Code Generation is not Enough

Most previous work on staging and generative programming focused on code generation
as a single pass. However, a single-pass code generator is fundamentally disadvantaged
compared to a multi-pass compiler pipeline. As indicated in Section 2, low-level code is not
enough to achieve best performance—for this one needs to build compiler systems around
domain-specific intermediate languages. Potentially there are multiple levels of such DSLs
to capture different optimization opportunities.
The key insight here is that staging greatly simplifies building such multi-pass DSL
compilers: just as one can stage interpreters for regular expressions or SQL queries, many
program transformations can be expressed as interpreters for intermediate languages, which
are potentially annoted with auxiliary information derived by program analysis passes.

8.4

Challenges and Limitations

Understanding the limitations of a proposed techniques is key to using it effectively. First
of all, we wish to note that we do not propose a silver bullet that will magically accelerate
programs without help from the programmer.
Program generation shares some ideas with program synthesis, but is in a sense less
ambitious. Whereas program synthesis promises to come up with an efficient and correct program automatically, generative programming still requires programming, i.e. the
implementation of an algorithm. However, the tedium of manually applying performance
optimizations is removed. Staging is also less ambitious than automatic just-in-time (JIT)
compilation. Whereas JIT compilation aspires to identify chunks of code that are profitable
to compile automatically based on runtime profiling, staging delegates such decisions to the
programmer. The result is a deterministic performance model and strong guarantees about
the shape of compiled code and when compilation happens.
Staging and DSLs work well if there is indeed a stage distinction: some piece of code is run
much more often than another or after certain crucial data becomes available that enables
optimization. A challenge in the deployment in real systems is that generated code must
amortize the code generation and compilation time. Thus, staging only pays off if compiled
code is used often or a single run offsets the generation cost. In Spiral, for example, code is
generated offline and used many times. Many real-world systems have a natural separation
into control and data paths. In these cases staging is a very good fit. In SQL databases,
some queries from the TPCH benchmark take minutes to run and query compilation needs
at most seconds. OptiMesh, a Delite DSL, performs iterative computations on large meshes,
which would be altogether infeasible without compilation.
When going beyond single-pass code generation, a suitable DSL or potentially a stack
of DSLs is needed that captures the essential degrees of freedom that can be exploited
for optimization. Designing such DSLs is a creative process, and no tool can completely
eliminate this effort. However, tools can help building these DSLs and implementing the
corresponding transformations. Defining a DSL in LMS requires some boilerplate, which
has lead us to build Forge [107], a meta-DSL that can generate DSL implementations from
declarative specifications. YinYang [56] is another approach to generate necessary definitions
automatically.
Generative programming itself has a learning curve. Our experience suggests that students can be productive within a semester without prior experience with LMS. While effective generative programming demands a certain way of thinking, and teasing apart what
should be static and what dynamic requires cleverness at times, we believe that generative
programming is not fundamentally harder than other kinds of programming. It is easy to
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forget that in the early days of OOP, concepts like objects and inheritance were difficult to
grasp for many programmers.

8.5

A Call to Action

As mentioned in Section 1 and throughout the paper, we argue for a rethinking of the role
of high-level languages in performance critical code. In particular, as our work and the
work of others have shown, generative abstractions and DSLs can help in achieving high
performance by programmatically removing indirection, enabling domain-specific optimizations, and mapping code to parallel and heterogeneous platforms. Our examples used Scala,
but other, similarly expressive modern languages can be used just as well, as demonstrated
by Racket macros [114], DSLs Accelerate [75], Feldspar [8], Nikola [74] (Haskell), Copperhead [19] (Python), or Terra [30, 31] (Lua).
What will it take to realize the full potential of generative performance programming on
a broad scale? We believe that concerted efforts along three major lines are necessary:
Research: While the mechanics of code generation are well understood, we have only
begun to understand what practical generative programming means. What are the programming language features that can be used to good effect in a generative style that
targets performance? We have identified type classes as an important feature, others have
worked with polytypic programming [102, 103] and metaobject protocols [31]. Specializing interpreters is another well known technique. What are key programming patterns
beyond those?
Engineering: For effective practical use, we need toolchains and frameworks that come
with “batteries included”, but are at the same time accessible for customization. Building
and maintaining such systems takes considerable engineering effort, but pays off in the
long run through reuse. A case in point is the LLVM compiler framewok [68].
Teaching: Today, generative programming is somewhat of a black art. We need learning
materials, textbooks, and university courses that teach effective meta-programming techniques to drive adoption beyond the perhaps 1% of programmers that are intrinsically
inclined towards such techniques.
We believe that this is an exciting opportunity for PL research, with a big potential
impact on the whole computing industry. If high-level programming becomes more often
the tool of choice for performance critical systems, and less code is written in low-level,
unsafe, languages, the overall reliability and safety of software will improve, with transitive
benefits to the whole society.
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